How to Build a Gospel Advancing Ministry!
Biblical Outcomes Measure It

1. It’s no surprise to hear that bearing fruit takes a lot of work, time and prayer.
   - Which of these three important elements have been the most challenging for you to contribute towards our endeavors lately?

2. This episode mentioned five outcomes of spiritual maturity: hunger to understand the Bible, passion to proclaim the truth, thirst to go deeper, attitude of dependence on spirit, and a perspective of discernment from the Father.
   - Which of these five are strongest in our core students?
   - Which are the weakest and what can we do about that?

3. Greg presented the idea of the “Red Monk vs. Blue Miner” for teaching students media discernment.
   - As leaders how can we utilize this method to help our students grow in their choices?

4. “Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted.” William Bruce Cameron
   - What are some things that we should be counting and how should we count them regularly?
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